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Goldfrank's Toxicologic EmergenciesMcGraw-Hill, 2006
The #1 reference in the field for the last quarter of a century, Goldfrank's Toxicologic Emergencies, Eighth Edition, has been completely updated to equip emergency physicians with today's most authoritative guide to clinical toxicology. The book presents unsurpassed coverage of all aspects of toxicologic emergencies_from pharmacology and clinical...
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My Age of Anxiety: Fear, Hope, Dread, and the Search for Peace of MindKnopf, 2014

	A riveting, revelatory, and moving account of the author’s struggles with anxiety, and of the history of efforts by scientists, philosophers, and writers to understand the condition

	 

	As recently as thirty-five years ago, anxiety did not exist as a diagnostic category. Today, it is the most common form of...
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The Effects of Estrogen on Brain FunctionThe Johns Hopkins University, 2006

	This timely volume reviews current data on the effects of estrogen on the central nervous system, highlighting clinical aspects of this topic. Experts from the fields of psychiatry, pharmacology, neurology, and geriatrics collaborate to clarify the known risks and benefits of hormone therapy and explore questions that remain to be...
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The Coming Generational Storm: What You Need to Know about America's Economic FutureMIT Press, 2004
In 2030, as 77 million baby boomers hobble into old age, walkers will outnumber strollers; there will be twice as many retirees as there are today but only 18 percent more workers. How will America handle this demographic overload? How will Social Security and Medicare function with fewer working taxpayers to support these programs? According to...
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The Official Damn Small Linux(R) Book: The Tiny Adaptable Linux(R) That Runs on Anything (Negus Live Linux Series)Prentice Hall, 2007
Damn Small Linux (DSL) started as an exercise by John Andrews to fit an entire desktop computer system into a compressed 50MB image. Within a few years, DSL grew to one of the most popular Linux systems in the world (in the Top Ten, by some accounts) without growing beyond that 50MB target.
In a world where desktop systems are...
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Practical Data Analysis with JMPSAS Institute, 2010

	Being an effective analyst or a well-informed consumer of analyses requires that you know how to properly define the problem, apply suitable statistical techniques, and clearly and honestly communicate the results. Being a well-informed consumer of analyses requires the same skills so that you can recognize them in action. Robert Carver's...
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The Transplantation and Replacement of Thoracic Organs: The Present Status of Biological and Mechanical Replacement  of the Heart and LungsSpringer, 1997

	It is a great pleasure for me to contribute a few words as an achieved by many heart transplant centers and the ever improving results of lung transplantation and the functioning of mechanical introduction to the second edition of this volume, first published in 1990 when it was edited by David Cooper and Dimitri cardiac assist devices....
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Pro PHP: Patterns, Frameworks, Testing and MoreApress, 2008
Over the past decade, PHP has transformed itself from a set of simple tools for web site development to a full-fledged object-oriented programming (OOP) language. PHP now rivals mainstream languages like Java and C# for web application development, with more and more enterprises turning to it to power their web sites. The reasons for this are...
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Atlantic Passages: Race, Mobility, and Liberian ColonizationUniversity Press of Florida, 2021

	
		Established by the American Colonization Society in the early nineteenth century as a settlement for free people of color, the West African colony of Liberia is usually seen as an endpoint in the journeys of those who traveled there. In Atlantic Passages, Robert Murray reveals that many Liberian settlers did not remain in...
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Is Human Nature Obsolete?: Genetics, Bioengineering, and the Future of the Human ConditionMIT Press, 2004
"Modifying ourselves through molecular biology is a humanitarian utopia to some, an imminent nightmare to others. But to all, the prospect should be a challenge because it touches on so many basic and unresolved questions. This excellent, probing collection of papers -- spanning philosophy, history, social science, and theology -- will be...
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In The Name Of Terrorism: Presidents On Political Violence In The Post-world War II EraUniversity of New York, 2005
No book like this could have been written without the generous assistance of the staffs of Lyndon B. Johnson Presidential Library, the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library, the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library, and the George Bush Presidential Library. Going far beyond providing normal access to internal documents, the staffs of these libraries...
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Organic Chemistry: An Intermediate TextJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
A foundation for success in advanced organic chemistry courses–and careers        

Graduate students taking advanced organic chemistry courses often need a refresher on the discipline before they can move on to more specialized topics. This is especially true of students whose last formal exposure to organic chemistry was during...
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